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About Olympia Coffee

Mission Statement:

We exist to improve the quality of life for coffee
farmers, for our staff and for our communities.

Olympia Coffee Roasting Co.was founded in 2005, and Sam Schroeder
began working as the first employee at the company’s small roastery,
tucked away in a downtown Olympia, WA warehouse. In 2008, Oliver
Stormshak founded Sea Level Coffee with the goal to source coffee
ethically and roast it better than anyone else using his signature
“Caramelization Roast.” Sam and Oliver teamed up in 2010 to form Sea
Level Coffee, Inc. and purchased Olympia Coffee from its founders when
they were ready to retire.
Under their leadership, every business decision has been grounded in
a quality-of-life mission and it is for that reason that Olympia Coffee
has become a leader in the specialty coffee industry. Dedication and
lots of hard work have resulted in national awards and recognition,
the development of partnerships and customers across the US, and a
pioneering progressive sourcing program called Fair For All. Olympia
Coffee has grown to six cafe locations, a webstore, and a roastery and
HQ in Olympia, WA. And in 2021, Sea Level Coffee established Moonrise
Bakery in the Queen Anne neighborhood of Seattle, which now supplies
fresh pastries to the six Olympia Coffee cafe locations throughout the
Pacific Northwest.
The publication of this report is a natural extension of the transparency
required by Fair For All and of Olympia Coffee’s overall mission. By
sharing information surrounding the prices that were paid for the coffee
we sell, we intend to lead the industry in transparency and move the
industry as a whole toward a focus on improving quality of life for all who
participate.
Olympia Coffee is a certified B-Corporation, meeting the
highest standards of social and environmental impact.

In 2020, we modified our spaces to elevate safety during the pandemic.

Despite cafe closures, we continued to roast as ordering trends moved online.

2020: The average C-Market rate (see page 11 for definition) hovered near or below $1.28 FOB per pound of coffee at the end of 2020. During the same year, Olympia Coffee

paid producers at least double that rate, an average of $3.61 FOB per pound. Olympia Coffee is committed to ensuring its partners are paid a fair wage for the quality they
produce, and will not force producers to sell below their costs.
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Post-pandemic, Olympia Coffee
is focused on a building a
sustainable future.
by Oliver Stormshak, CEO
I have always known that I wanted to work at a business that can be used as a tool to
build good in the world. 2020 taught us a lot and, above all, it showed me that this core
concept, and Olympia Coffee’s mission to improve the quality of life, is the absolute most
important thing we can and will do.
We’ve witnessed the combined impact
of a global pandemic, demand for longoverdue racial justice and equity, and
the ever-imminent threat of climate
change.
None of these are abstract problems.
Food insecurity, poverty, severe
weather, and a deadly respiratory
virus are all laying bare a failing
infrastructure and an extraordinary
vacuum in global leadership.
Though 2020 presented many
challenges, it also proved our resilience.
With the support of our community
and through the selfless hard work
of our staff, we’ve become a stronger
company, poised to accomplish great
things next year and beyond.
We continued the industry-leading
work we call Fair For All, ensuring that
everyone involved in the production of
our coffee is treated and compensated
fairly and, once again, we’re proud to
report the highest published minimum
pay to coffee farmers of any company
we know of - more than double the
guaranteed Fair Trade rates. We’re
continuing to set a progressive example
by including standards for all farm
workers’ pay and safety in our coffee
buying agreements.
Transparency
Transparency is key in communicating
the work that we do at origin, but it’s
only one piece of an elaborate puzzle
on which we are constantly working.
This document marks our fourth

Transparency Report, and our third
year using the Fair For All certification.
While Olympia Coffee is taking serious
steps to improve the livelihoods of
coffee farmers, the reality is that we
are a tiny company in a large industry.
Yet, we have seen that our efforts are
having a major impact on our partners.
From our data collection, we believe
that over 100,000 coffee farmers have
earned prices for their coffee that is
at least 50 percent above the local
average in their community because of
the example set by our purchases.
In 2020 we sourced over 310,000 lbs of
green coffee from the eight countries
where we work: Colombia, Ethiopia, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Kenya, Burundi,
Peru, and the USA in the Hawaiian
Islands.
You might also notice that, for the first
time in five years, we purchased a spot
coffee. As we adjusted to the effects
of the pandemic on our business, we
sourced this coffee because it met our
standard of traceability even though
it wasn’t purchased through our usual
Fair For All model and we don’t have
documentation from our team on the
working conditions.
Progress Report
We had a few pre-scheduled changes
in 2020 in where we source our green
coffee.
In Guatemala, we moved our sourcing
from the regions of Palencia and San
/cont.
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Marcos exclusively to Huehuetenango.
We have been enamored with
Huehuetenango coffees since we
started and had previously worked
with producers there eight years ago.
After years of at-origin research and
experience, we felt ready to take on
this challenge, in partnership with
two exporters with whom we have
a relationship, to source coffee and
develop the on-ground logistics of our
Fair For All model. We focused on two
towns to build a network of producers,
Concepcion Huista and San Pedro
Necta. We were able to source our
desired quantity and quality in our first
year, working with 10 farmers.

Over 100,000 coffee
farmers have earned
prices that are at least
50 percent above the
local average.
Excitingly, Peru came on board as a
new origin on our menu. This is actually

our return to a project that started
many years ago in the Cusco region of
Peru. These Peruvian coffees, while
harvested in 2020, did not appear in
our roastery until 2021 so will not
appear on our Transparency Report
this year.
Future of Coffee
In an industry that is already in need of
structural reform, the global pandemic
has made it challenging for farmers
to sustain livelihoods. More than
ever, supporting coffee producers by
generating long-term partnerships,
openly sharing information, and paying
prices that offer a fair profit margin
must continue to be our priority.

sourcing program in Mexico; we have
several small contracts in place to get a
better sense of the potential for future
partnerships, as well as to see how
you, our customers, respond to these
coffees.
We know that our transparency and
Fair For All efforts wouldn’t be possible
without you, our customers who
partner with us daily in these efforts.
This year marks Olympia Coffee’s
16th birthday, and we thank you for
continuing to purchase products that
improve your life and the lives of the
suppliers who create them. We can’t
wait to share 2021 with you.

2021 Goals
Part of being a responsible company
is ensuring that our practices are
sustainable and set up for the long
term.
That’s why we became a Certified
B-Corporation in 2019. Additionally,
we hope to add solar power to run our
roastery, headquarters, and flagship
cafe in downtown Olympia this year.
Abroad, we are currently working on
building the groundwork for a new

Adela Champi Dueñas | Espíritu Wari Project | Peru
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Special Projects
& Initiatives

In 2020, Olympia Coffee continued in its commitment to lead the industry
in transparency and environmental responsibility, and began working with
Rise LWP to make our workplaces more diverse and equitable.

The Pledge
transparency.coffee

Specialty Coffee Transaction Guide

The Pledge

Olympia Coffee is a data donor to the annual
Specialty Coffee Transaction Guide produced by
Emory University. Commodity prices in the coffee
industry continue to create a volatile business
environment, so this data is crucial to helping
farmers make informed decisions, particularly
because this is not information easily attained by
individual producers. In 2020, the average prices
paid & coffee quality selected have decreased, but
we are proud to have actually increased our prices
paid to farmers (see data below) in order to ensure
that we are fairly compensating our partners at
origin for the quality coffee they produce. Learn
more at transactionguide.coffee

Two years ago, we signed the “The Pledge” in
conjunction with coffee industry leaders in an
effort to promote transparency surrounding the
prices paid to coffee farmers. This growing cohort
can collectively increase awareness for coffee
consumers by informing them of whether or not
their purchases are being fairly distributed to
everyone in the supply chain. The pledge is not
a certification, but a promise made to adhere to
the principle of transparency as a driver to grow
equity. The pledge can be signed by any signatory
party buying green coffee, or anyone who wants
to support the project. We would love to see more
green coffee buyers join us in supporting The
Pledge. Learn more at transparency.coffee

Rise
Leadership with Purpose

B Corporation Certification

Rise LWP

Certified B Corporations meet higher standards
of social and environmental performance,
transparency, and accountability. The performance
standards required of B Corps are comprehensive,
transparent, and verified.

In 2020, the national reckoning for racial justice
spurred by the police killings of George Floyd,
Breonna Taylor and Ahmaud Arbery made it
imperative for our company to take a proactive
approach to diversity and inclusion (D&I). We’ve
partnered with Desiree Wilkins-Finch and Rise
LWP to begin the process of an equity audit of our
policies and procedures. We formed an internal
D&I team composed of staff from every level within
Olympia Coffee. Desiree’s patience, dedication,
and ability to expose areas of growth are already
inspiring our team to become agents of change for
our workplace and communities. Our D&I team will
continue meeting to lead and hold our company
accountable. Learn more at riselwp.com

Olympia Coffee underwent the rigorous auditing
procedures in 2019 to become a B Corp as part of
our commitment to lead the industry in transparent
coffee sourcing and to have a measurable positive
impact for our staff and comminities.
Learn more at bcorporation.net

Our Fair For All standards for sourcing ensure that each producer and employee of that producer are fairly
compensated. Going further, every individual involved in production of our coffee should be able to live and work in safe
conditions. In order for the coffee industry to progress, we must not only improve the lives of our partners at origin, but
look inward and examine areas of growth to make the workplace an equitable place driven by a diversity of thought,
creativity, and passion.
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2020 Fair For All Auditing & Accountability

This is our commitment to our customers, producers, and all who are involved in the production of our Fair for All coffees:

Better
BetterPay
Pay

Transparency
Transparency

Living
LivingWage
Wage

We
Wepay
paymore
morethan
thandouble
doublethe
the
Fair
Trade
rate
for
all
Fair Trade rate for allof
ofour
our
coffees.
coffees.We
Weset
setcoffee
coffeeprices
prices
directly
with
our
directly with ourfarmers.
farmers, our
In
2020 ourprice
average
priceis
minimum
(F.O.B.)
(F.O.B.)
was
$3.61
per
pound.
$3.50 per pound.
Fair Trade was $1.40/lb.

We
Wepublish
publishthe
thequantities
quantitiesand
and
prices
paid
for
all
prices paid for allcoffees
coffeesin
inan
an
annual
annualtransparency
transparencyreport.
report.

We
Weguarantee
guaranteeaasustainable
sustainable
minimum
minimumwage
wageto
toall
alllaborers
laborers
involved
in
the
production
involved the production ofof
our
ourcoffees,
coffees,including
includingpickers,
pickers,
processors,
and
processors, andfarm
farmworkers,
workers,
set
setseasonally
seasonallywith
withthe
thefarm
farm
owner
or
Co-Op
board.
owner or Co-Op board.

Farm
Safety
FarmWorker
Workers
Safety

Continuous
ContinuousImprovement
Improvement

Highest
HighestQuality
Quality

We
Wework
workonly
onlywith
withfarmers
farmers
who
whoprovide
providesafe
safeworking
working
conditions,
conditions,free
freeof
ofunnecesunnecessary
sarydanger,
danger,oppression,
oppression,and
and
violence,
violence,and
andwith
withaccess
accessto
to
clean
cleanwater
waterand
andhealthy
healthyfood.
food.

We
Wevisit
visiteach
eachfarm
farmor
or proproducer
group
at least
once
ducer group
at least
once
per
per
to provide
feedback
yearyear
to provide
feedback
for
for
improved
quality
improved
quality
andand
opporopportunity
for growth.
tunity for growth.

We
Weonly
onlypurchase
purchasecoffees
coffees
with
withquality
qualitystandards
standardsof
of85
85
points
pointsor
orhigher,
higher,according
accordingto
to
SCA
SCAcupping
cuppingstandards.
standards.

Why Fair For All Matters
As a company seeking to build lasting, trust-based
relationships, we make every effort to meet with our
producer partners once per year. Unfortunately, not all
of our annual purchasing and auditing trips in 2020 took
place due to the pandemic. So, we relied on our years
of relationships with partners at origin to manage our
direct purchasing with farmers and ensure that Fair For
All standards are being met.
The global pandemic clarified for us the importance of
our efforts with Fair For All, particularly at a time when
the coffee industry was trending downward in prices
paid to farmers and average quality.1

Not only did we maintain our level of quality across our
menu, but our average price paid, as well as our lowest
FOB paid per pound, actually increased. We are proud
to have honored the contracts with our farmers, despite
the global implications of the pandemic and to serve our
customers the best quality coffee. During the pandemic,
we pushed ourselves further by developing a new
compensation structure for baristas and by producing
our first wage transparency report for our staff.
We believe these standards not only improve quality
year over year, but also the ability of our partners to
make a sustainable living.

Roberts, Peter. “Documenting the Effects of Covid19 on Specialty Coffee Purchases.” Specialty Coffee Transaction Guide, Specialty Coffee
Transaction Guide, 30 Mar. 2021, www.transactionguide.coffee/something/documenting-the-effects-of-covid-19-on-specialty-coffee-purchases.
1
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2020 Coffee Purchases
Qty
Lbs

Cupping
Score

FOT

FOB

Farm
Gate

Years of
Relationship

2772

90

$4.80

$4.30

$2.10

9 years

121600

86

$3.50

$3.10

$2.05

5 years

Clinton Ossa Micro Lot 8 Bourbon

462

90

$6.20

$5.50

$5.00

2 years

Colombia

Clinton Ossa Micro Lot 9 Bourbon

616

90

$6.20

$5.50

$5.00

2 years

Colombia

Clinton Ossa Micro Lot 10

308

90

$6.20

$5.50

$5.00

2 years

Colombia

Clinton Ossa Micro Lot 11

308

90

$6.20

$5.50

$5.00

2 years

Colombia

Clinton Ossa AA Calidad de Vida

456

89

$5.50

$4.90

$4.00

2 years

Colombia

Clinton Ossa Micro Lot 12

770

90

$6.20

$5.50

$5.00

2 years

Colombia

Amparo Pajoy Calidad De Vida #2

1976

89

$4.30

$3.90

$3.50

9 years

Colombia

Amparo Pajoy Micro Lot 23

462

90

$5.90

$5.50

$5.00

9 years

Colombia

Amparo Pajoy Micro Lot 24

3648

89

$5.20

$4.75

$4.28

9 years

Colombia

Amparo Pajoy Micro Lot 25

77

90

$5.90

$5.50

$5.00

9 years

Colombia

Amparo Pajoy Micro Lot 26

2618

90

$5.90

$5.50

$5.00

9 years

Colombia

San Sebastian Reserva

6160

89.5

$4.70

$4.20

$2.90

11 years

Colombia

San Sebastian AA Sweetheart

15200

88

$3.60

$3.20

$2.08

11 years

Colombia

Yineth Cuchumbe Micro Lot 3 Maragogype

231

90

$7.00

$4.80

$2.90

2 years

Colombia

Finca Belgravia Maragogype

77

88

$7.40

$7.40

$7.40

2 years

Colombia

Johany Quilindo Micro Lot 3 Bourbon

308

90

$6.60

$4.80

$2.90

3 years

Colombia

Jesus Cuchumbre Micro Lot 1 Maragogype

77

90

$6.60

$4.80

$2.90

1 year

El Salvador

El Aguila Washed Pacamara

912

89

$5.00

$4.50

$4.00

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila Honey Pacamara

912

90

$5.50

$5.00

$4.50

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila Natural Bourbon Sweetheart

12160

88

$3.70

$3.20

$2.90

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila A Bourbon Lots 2 and 24 Washed

3344

87

$3.50

$3.10

$2.80

9 years

El Salvador

AAA La Palma Honey

3648

89

$3.65

$3.20

$2.80

6 years

El Salvador

Matias Hernandez Washed Pacamara

304

88

$6.00

$5.50

$4.00

6 years

El Salvador

Benjamin Garcia Washed Pacamara

304

88

$6.00

$5.50

$4.00

6 years

El Salvador

Dimas Garcia Washed Pacas

304

87

$5.40

$5.00

$3.60

6 years

El Salvador

AA La Palma Sweetheart

15200

87

$3.60

$3.20

$2.80

6 years

El Salvador

El Aguila SL 34 washed

912

89

$6.00

$5.60

$5.20

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila SL 28 Washed

608

90

$6.00

$5.60

$5.20

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila SL 34 Honey

608

90

$6.50

$6.10

$5.75

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila Honey Gesha Bronze Tip Lot 45

37

90

$10.50

$10.05

$10.00

9 years

El Salvador

El Aguila Natural Gesha Bronze Tip Lot 10

88

90

$10.50

$10.05

$10.00

9 years

Country

Name

Burundi

Gitwe Lot 10

Colombia

San Fermin Organic

Colombia

In previous years, we listed the “Cherry Price/lb” which was information we gathered
at origin during our in-person audits. Due to the limited travel we were able to
accomplish as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic, we had too many gaps in our data to
include it in this report.
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This data is not commonly reported, but we do it as part of our effort to ensure that
every individual involved in producing our coffee is paid a fair wage. Olympia Coffee’s
Fair For All standards require our farmers to pay a fair and competitive wage to
farm laborers, including pickers and processors, within their community. As travel
restrictions open up, we hope to reinstate this data on our next year’s report.

Coffee Purchases (cont.)

Qty
Lbs

Cupping
Score

FOT

FOB

Farm
Gate

Years of
Relationship

Bedhatu Jibicho Natural Organic

6600

88

$4.72

$4.32

$3.90

4 years

Ethiopia

Adame Gorbota Lot 2

1320

90

$3.72

$3.44

$3.12

10 years

Ethiopia

Desta Gola

3960

90

$4.55

$4.15

$3.75

4 years

Ethiopia

Banko Dhadhato Lot 4

7920

90

$4.40

$4.08

$3.68

9 years

Ethiopia

Banko Dhadhato Natural Lot 7

7920

87

$4.10

$3.60

$2.80

9 years

Ethiopia

Nano Genji Lot 2

5280

89

$4.65

$3.40

$1.10

1 year

Ethiopia

Tilahun Gedo Natural

3960

88

$4.50

$3.80

$2.20

1 year

Ethiopia

Chelchele Lot 225

9240

90

$4.95

$4.25

$3.55

1 year

Ethiopia

Hambela Lot 215

3960

89.5

$4.95

$4.25

$3.55

1 year

Ethiopia

Eshetu Natural Odako Lot 35

3960

90

$6.50

$5.50

$5.00

1 year

Ethiopia

Banko Gotiti Lot 143

3960

90

$5.50

$4.80

$4.10

9 years

Ethiopia

Buna Boka Lot 1

3960

89.5

$3.85

$3.10

$1.90

1 year

Ethiopia

Niguse Gemeda Cup of Excellence #1

60

88

$27.00

$185.10

$148.08

Spot

Guatemala

Martinez Sisters Micro Lot

3040

89

$5.60

$5.00

$3.04

1 year

Guatemala

El Templo Reserva

3040

89.5

$4.50

$4.00

$2.15

1 year

Guatemala

El Templo AA Sweetheart

15200

88

$3.60

$3.20

$2.80

1 year

Guatemala

Marta Mejia Micro Lot

3648

88

$3.27

$3.10

$2.57

1 year

Guatemala

Gilberto Ramirez Micro Lot

760

88.5

$3.47

$3.20

$2.70

1 year

USA

Monarch Kona Gesha Natural

30

86

$46.00

$46.00

$46.00

1 year

Kenya

Kiburu PB 4787 OT16KF0021

1188

91

$4.19

$3.89

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karatu PB 16KF0019

1452

90

$4.39

$3.99

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karatu PB KEH 5167 O19KF0126

1188

90

$4.44

$4.04

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karinga PB KEH5170 OT19KF0127

1188

90

$4.54

$4.15

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karatu AB KEH5166 OT19KF0126

7788

90

$4.54

$4.15

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karatu PB KEH 5173 OT20KF0103

1056

90

$4.54

$4.15

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Kiburu AA KEH 4787 OT 16kf0021K

1716

90

$4.94

$4.54

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karatu AA KEH 4655 OT16KF0019

1320

90

$5.39

$4.99

$2.30

3 years

Kenya

Karatu AA KEH 5171 OT20KF0103

1148

90

$5.74

$5.34

$2.30

3 years

Country

Name

Ethiopia

Definitions:
Name: The farmer, cooperative, or project name.
Qty Lbs (i.e. volume): The total weight of the purchased coffee in pounds.
Cupping Score: The SCA quality score assigned at origin. Our minimum is 85 points.
FOT Price: FOT Stands for “Free on Truck” and roughly indicates the price to the
roaster after it is trucked to the warehouse.
FOB Price: FOB stands for Free on Board, a term that means a coffee is ready for
export, such as being “onboard” a ship. It represents the price paid to the producer
and exporter. FOB prices are often mistakenly thought of as what the farmer was paid.
Years in Relationship: The number of consecutive years Olympia Coffee has been in
business with a producer.

C Price: All coffee is traded as a commodity on the C Market. C Market trading
determines a global base FOB price for green coffee and it fluctuates daily as it’s
traded. In 2020, the C-market averaged at $1.28/lb.
Fair Trade Price: Prices set by the Fair Trade standard. The Fair Trade price in 2018
was $1.40with an additional $0.30 for Certified Organic coffees.
Fair For All: This is the sourcing standard developed by Olympia Coffee. It is a qualityof-life standard that requires sustainable, liveable pay to farmers and laborers, and
that all associated facilities be safe and hazard-free.
Spot Coffee: This is the most common sourcing method where roasters acquire green
coffee selected from an importer’s roster of offerings without direct connection to
the producer.
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Total Pounds Purchased by Country

Length of Relationships with Producers
(Years)

Burundi

Kenya
Guatemala

Ethiopia

El Salvador

Colombia
USA

Colombia
Ethiopia
El Salvador
Kenya
Guatemala
Burundi
USA (not visible)

51.22%
20.47%
12.97%
5.95%
8.47%
0.91%
0.01%

155,354 lbs
62,100 lbs
39,341 lbs
18,044 lbs
25,688 lbs
2,772 lbs
30 lbs

Why does the length of our relationships matter?
Years of partnership have allowed us to develop real
friendships, trust, and an understanding of needs at the
farm. Over time, quality continues to improve and the
consistency of quality also gets better with each year.
We’ve been working with some producers for 11 years and
we’re proud to be adding more to our roster as we expand
our Fair For All sourcing program to more growing regions.
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FOB by Country

Olympia Coffee’s average FOB price
paid to farmers increased in 2020
($3.61).
FOB stands for “Free on Board,”
indicating the price paid to producers
and exporters once it’s ready for export.
Our minimum paid was $3.10 and the
overall average is $3.61.
Olympia Coffee is proud to have
actually increased its average FOB
price paid to farmers in 2020, despite
the economic uncertainty posed by the
Covid-19 pandemic. This is important
because, industry wide, farmers have
seen a decrease in the average price
paid, according to the 2020 Specialty
Coffee Transaction Guide.
We are committed to providing our
farmers with financial stability so that
they know their efforts will yield a
sustainable living wage and so they can
confidently invest in their businesses.

Average Cupping Scores by Country

Average quality from our producers
has been outstanding!
Our average cupping score in 2020 was
89.17 points, up from 88.06 in 2019.
This incremental improvement gives
us great confidence that Fair For All is
making an impact for our farmers.
We believe with better prices, farmers
can confidently pursue quality-driving
investments and improvements.
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Where we stand
in the industry
The Specialty Coffee Transaction
Guide outlines the low, median, and
high prices observed for over 18,185
contracts during the 2019/2020
period, valued at more than $2.1
billion.
We compared our contracts to the
specialty industry and included a
reference line representing our
weighted average price ($3.61),
which considers the actual pounds of
coffee purchased per contracted rate.
This chart includes reference lines
which represent Fair Trade and
C-Market prices in 2020.
According to Adroit Market
Research, the 85+ quality segment
accounts for less than a quarter of
all specialty coffee purchases. More
broadly, the entire specialty coffee
sector (80-100 points) accounts for
only 55% of the US coffee industry
(SCA.coffee).

Specialty Coffee
Market Share by Quality Band
(Estimate)
The pie chart represents an approximation of the
specialty coffee sector’s share of the overall global
coffee market. Data representing the approximate
proportions of market share by quality band come
from Adroit Market Research.
Olympia Coffee only purchases coffees of 85 points
or higher, based on the SCA coffee quality scale.
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Reports from the Farm

Gilberto Ramirez | Guatemala

Desta Gola | Ethiopia

Amparo Pajoy | Colombia

“I’m happy to say that we are
doing well at Finca La Mercedes,
the premium we received last year
enabled me to purchase a taxi (Tuk
Tuk) this helps me keep a steady
income year-round which especially
good as the coffee harvest is only two
months of the year.”

“When the crisis hit the coop
(Adame Garbota) contracts were
being dropped by clients around
the world I felt lucky to have a
fixed-price contract with Mr. Oliver
(Olympia Coffee). The security we
felt during this time of crisis will
not be forgotten. Thank you.”

“The added value that I receive is
stability and trust. Stability because
I have certainty on the price, Trust
because the company pays a good
price for my coffee. Thank you for
purchasing my coffee. I’m thankful
to Mr. Oliver and Caravela Coffee!”

Marco Ariz, Finca El Aguila | El Salvador
“Olympia found our coffee at a time we were barely profitable;
we were hit hard by coffee leaf rust in 2012, and were making
decisions to abandon our farm.
Oliver reached out to us after he found one of our coffees on a
cupping table, and was genuinely interested in learning about
the farm’s history and became our first direct trade partner!
Since our adventures with Olympia began, we’ve felt like
we’re part of a family that shares the same drive for discovery
and a focus on improving quality every year. So not only
are we producing crazier and tastier lots every year, but our
farm’s income has increased more than 200%, and we’ve been
able to get involved in providing better teachers and books to
improve the local community’s school. Raising our employee’s
wages by over 30% has also helped solidify a future for people
in this isolated community, where many families are forced
to leave as more farms are abandoned. We feel Olympia
took the time to understand who we are, and together we’re
constantly creating new experiments that force us to rethink
our perception of what coffee is capable of.”
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Anicet
Mukeshimana
Burundi

Anicet is a 35-year-old coffee farmer from Mikuba
Hill and has been working at Heza Washing Station
since its doors opened back in 2014.

What does coffee mean to you?
Anicet: Coffee is very important to the people who grow
it. When they get money from coffee, they can pay their
children’s school fees, they can buy domestic animals.
For me especially, I wouldn’t have a job if people
didn’t grow and deliver their coffee. My hope is for my
children to finish school but also to grow coffee because
it is important. That way, they can have many sources of
income.
How has working with Olympia through Long Miles
Coffee impacted you?
Anicet: Working with Long Miles has had a big impact
on me. It’s been easier to pay my children’s school
fees and buy their clothes. After I started working at
the washing station, I was able to buy a coffee farm
and have since planted 318 coffee trees. My mind has
changed a lot. I believe that Mikuba Hill is known by
people from different countries. I’ve met muzungus
(white people), which has helped me to understand
the value of coffee. Having visitors come from other
countries is very encouraging for a coffee farmer, as
it shows them that their coffee is crossing countries. I
heard from one visitor that people really like the coffee
from Burundi. Whenever I see visitors, I realize that our
coffee has value because no one would travel on that
bad road from Kiziba to Heza if they weren’t going to
see something important. I’m sad because it’s been two
years without seeing muzungus, but it makes sense. I’ve
heard how difficult it is to travel because of coronavirus.

What do you think still needs to change in coffee?
Anicet: If there is anything that I would like to see
change, it’s the price of coffee. I would like to receive at
least 1,000 Burundian francs (roughly $0.32) per kilo
of coffee cherry. I would also like for the government to
find a way to give us fertilizer, as there is never enough,
and it often comes late.
What is your favorite thing about your job?
Anicet: I like working with the McKinnon, seeing how
coffee goes in and is de-pulped. The skin goes one side,
and the good coffee goes the other side.
Which process is your favorite-fully washed, natural,
or honey?
Anicet: Honey. I think it must taste better because they
don’t remove all the mucilage.

Heza Washing Station, Burundi
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Raised beds for drying coffee in Bukeye, Burundi | 2019
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Resources
Fair For All
Learn more about this quality of life-focused sourcing standard. Fair For All
is a commitment to improve the world through transparent coffee sourcing.
https://www. fairforall.coffee

Transaction Guide - Emory University
Olympia Coffee contributes data to the Specialty Coffee Transaction guide
published by Emory University, which provides insights into how green
specialty coffee prices are influenced by quality, lot size, & region.
https://www.transactionguide.coffee/

The Pledge
A common code for transparency reporting in green coffee buying. View
a full list of Olympia Coffee’s sister companies united in a commitment to
transparency in coffee sourcing.
https://www.transparency.coffee/pledge/

Rise Leadership with Purpose
RISE LWP was created to bring solutions to fast-paced, constantly shifting
economic and political landscapes, founded by Desiree Wilkins-Finch.
https://www.riselwp.com

Learn more & order coffee:

OlympiaCoffee.com
Connect on social media:

Olympia Coffee

@OlympiaCoffee

Support our Fair For All partners by ordering coffee that has been sourced
through rigorous standards that ensure quality-of-life for all.

Inquire:

https://www.olympiacoffee.com
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info@OlympiaCoffee.com

108 CHERRY ST NE
O LY M P I A WA 9 8 5 0 1

OlympiaCoffee.com

